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SIMPLE SEPARABLE GRAPHS

R. H. JOHNSON

The relation between the structure of a graph and the
degrees of its vertices is a problem that has long occupied graph
theorists in one form or another. If the degrees of the vertices
of a graph are arranged in nonincreasing order the sequence
obtained is the degree sequence of the graph. Thus the above
problem is often formulated as "how does the degree sequence
affect the structure of the graph?" One approach is to discover
which graphs are determined up to isomorphism by their degree
sequence. Following Harary, these latter graphs and their
degree sequences are called simple. In simple graphs the effect
of the degree sequence on structure is, in a good sense,
isolated. In this paper all simple graphs which are not blocks
are determined.

The paper will proceed as follows. In §11 elementary but essential
properties of simple graphs are given (e.g., simple regular graphs
determined). Simple trees are listed in §111. The latter results are
then used in §IV to find all simple graphs which are not separable.

Before proceeding it is worth noting that Hakimi in [3] and Senior
in [6] have given a relatively complete treatment of simple multi-graphs
and simple psuedo-graphs. By the term 'graph' we have denoted, and
shall continue to do so, the 'ordinary' graph of [1] — indeed all the
terminology of this paper is that of [1]. Since any graph may be
considered to be multi-graph or a psuedo-graph but not conversely it
should not came as a surprise that a simple graph may not be a simple
multi-graph or a simple psuedo-graph. That the class of simple graphs
is far more rich and complex than either of the latter is seen by
comparing the results obtained below with those found in either [3] or
[6].

The basic concept used to carry out the above project is the
concept of 'transfer' or 'degree preserving' transformation.

DEFINITION. Let G be a graph and x, y, w, v be four distinct points
of VG (the vertex set of G) such that xy, uv G EG (the edge set of G)
but xu, yv£ EG. A transfer t of G is the replacement of the edges xy
and uv by xu and yv. The graph so obtained is denoted by tG.

It is immediate that G and tG have the same degree
sequence. But the converse is also true. We quote the following
result of [2].
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THEOREM 1.1. If graphs G and H have the same degree sequence
then there exists a finite number of transfers ίj, , tr such that

2. The results of this section are essential but easy. For the sake
of completeness all proofs are given — at the risk of being wearisome.

PROPOSITION 2.1. A graph G is simple if and only if for each
transfer t of G we have G = tG.

Proof This follows directly from 1.1.

PROPOSITION 2.2. A graph G is simple if and only if Gc (the
complement of G) is simple.

Proof. First note that if / is an isomorphism of graphs G and H,
then / is also an isomorphism of Gc and Hc. Let G be simple and let
H' belong to the same sequence as Gc. Then (Hf)c belongs to the same
sequence as G does so that G = (H')C. Hence by the above Gc = H'
so that Gc simple. A similar argument shows that Gc simple implies
that G is.

If S is a sequence, | S | denotes the number of realizations of S.

P R O P O S I T I O N 2 .3 . S = ( d ι , \ d p ) is a graphical sequence if and
only if S' = ( p - 1 - d p, % p - \ - d x ) is. Moreover, \S\ = \S'\.

Proof One need only note that G belongs to (d,, \dp) if and
only if Gc belongs to (p - 1 - rfp, ,p - 1 - dx) and use above proposi-
tion.

PROPOSITION 2.4. The sequences (du % dp), (p, dx + 1, , dp + 1)
and (du ' % dp,0) have the same number of realizations.

Proof It is clear that \(du - - , d p ) | = \(du ,rfP,0>|. Applying 2.3
twice we have

= | ( p - 1 - d , , ,p-1-d p ,0)i

REMARK. It should be clear that any realization of (p, d\ +
1, ,dP + 1), if there are any, can be obtained from a realization of
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(d,, ,dp) by adding a new point adjacent to all other points of the
latter realization.

COROLLARY 2.5. The sequences (d,, ,dp), (p,d\ + 1, ,dp + 1),
(du'' , rfP,o) αr£ e«7/î r α// simple or all not simple.

REMARK. We now give some examples of simple graphs and
sequences. First note that Kp and the star graph Khp are simple
because no elememtary transfers can be made (defined). We define a
θp graph to be a realization of the sequence (p,p, 2, ,2) of length
p + 1. Since a θp graph is obtained from a KUp by adding a point
adjacent to all others it follows from 2.4 that θp is simple. A cycle Cp is
simple if and only if p ^ 5 since if p § 6 a single transfer can be made on
Cp to create a disconnected graph. One can verify that all graphs on
four or less points are simple. The next proposition guarantees the
existence of many examples of simple graphs.

PROPOSITION 2.6. For any positive integer p and any integer q such
that O^q ^p(p - l)/2 there is a simple (p,q) graph.

Proof. The proof is by induction on p. Since the trivial graph is
simple, the result is true for p = 1. Assume the proposition is true for
p ^k, and let q be an integer such that

0^q^(k + \)kl2.

If q ^ k(k - l)/2 then the result follows from the induction hypothesis
since there is a simple (/c, q) graph from which a simple (k + 1, q) graph
is obtained by adding a point of degree zero (Corollary 2.5).

On the other hand if q satisfies

then q=l + k(k-\)/2 where O^/Slt. To get the desired simple
graph we adjoin a new point to any / points of Kk. The graph so
obtained is simple because its complement is the union of Kuk.t and
trivial graphs.

The next result goes in the opposite direction.

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let p* q be positive integers such that p ^ 5 and
4^q ^=p(p - l)/2-4. There is a (p,q) graph which is not simple.

Proof. For p = 5 the possible values for q are four, five and
six. Each pair of nonisomorphic graphs given below realizes the given
sequence.
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(a) (2,2,2,1,1) G4 = K3U K2, H4 = />
(b) (3,2,2,2,1) G5= ί
(c) (3,3,2,2,2)

X4 X2 y,

Note that each of G4jG5,Gβ have a triangle while none of H4,H5,H6

does.
For p > 5 and j such that 4 g / g p ( p - l ) / 2 - 4 we construct (p,j)

graphs Gj and ίζ as follows. For / =4,5,6 we form the union of the
above G} and Hj with trivial graphs to obtain the required results. For
j >61et VGj ={*,, •••,*„}, VHj = {y,, ,yp}, let JC,,X2, ,x5 be related
exactly as in G6 above. Then adjoin xβ to JC,, ,x5 in turn and JC7 to
JC,, ,JC6 in turn and so on until we have j edges. The graph so
obtained is Gj. Let if, be constructed from H6 (above) in the same
fashion. It is easily verified that (i) Gj and H} belong to the same
sequence, and (ii) at each stage of the construction there is a difference
of at least one triangle between the two graphs. This yields the
proposition.

The next sequence of Lemmas leads to a theorem giving necessary
and sufficient conditions for a regular graph to be simple.

LEMMA 2.8. Let p be a positive integer p ^ 7, p = 2m + 1.
(a) // m is odd, the sequence of length p, (m + 1, , m + 1) is not

simple.
(b) // m even the sequence of length p, (m, , m) is not simple.

Proof. Suppose m is odd. On X = {xί9 —9xm+ί} and Y =
{yi» ' •> y*ι} construct a complete bipartite graph — let the edge set be
{{xtf;} 11 S i S m + 1,1 g j ^ m }. Next add the edges
JC,JC2,JC3JC4, :, xmxm+\ — which is possible since m is odd — and call the
resulting graph G. Let t be the transfer of jc,y, and Jcm+iym for X\Xm+x

and y\ym. We compare the number of triangles in G and tG. Since a
bipartite graph has no triangles, the addition of the edges JCΛ +I, 1 i / έ m
introduces the only triangles into G. Clearly each such jctjct+, lies on
precisely m triangles since we started with a complete bipartite
graph. Hence, G has a total of (m + l)m/2 triangles. By similar
reasoning tG has β(m -I- \)m -2} + (m — 2) + (m - 1) triangles. This
proves (a).

Assume now m is even. As above construct the complete bipar-
tite graph on the point sets {*,, , jcm} and {yu , ym}. Then (i) delete
the edges jc,y,, ,xmym, (ii) add the edges x,x2,x3^4, ,*„-,*„, (possible
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since m even) and (iii) add a point y adjacent to y,, ,ym. Call the
resulting graph G and note that G belongs to the sequence (m, , m) of
length 2m + 1. Let ί be the transfer of x2y2 and jcm_,ym for jc2jcm-i and
yiym- Counting triangles we have G with m(m -2)/2 and ί(G) with
m(m- 2)12 + 2(m - 4) + 1 . This proves (b).

LEMMA 2.9. For p = 2 m § 6 f/ze sequence (ra, * , m) o/ length p
is not simple.

Proof. Kmjn has no triangles but clearly an elementary transfer of
it does.

Theorem of Erdos and Gallai. Let S = (rf,, , dp) be a sequence
of nonnegative integers such that d, + + dp is even. Then 5 is
graphical if and only if for each positive integer r,\ = r = P~\

(*) d] + + dr g r(r - 1) + min {r, dr+]} + + min {r, dp}.

This result was proven by Erdos and Gallai and can be found in Harary
•([4, p. 59-62]).

LEMMA 2.10. For p,m, positive integers, O^m ̂ p - 1 the se-
quence S =(m, -,m) of length p is graphical provided m is even when p
is odd. At least one realization of S is connected when m g 2.

Proof. If r is less than m then (*) above becomes, for S,

m r ^ r ( r - l ) + m(p - r).

If r is greater than or equal to m then it can be verified that (*) becomes

r m ^ r(r - 1) + r(p - r) = r(p - 1).

Hence, in either case (*) is satisfied so that S must be
graphical. Finally, if m g 2, it follows immediately from Proposition
1.6 of [5] that S has at least one connected realization.

PROPOSITION 2.11. Let p, r be positive integers such that p ^ 6 and
2 ^ r g [ p / 2 ] - l . Then the sequence S = (r, , r) of length p has both
a connected and disconnected realization, provided m is even when p is
odd.

Proof. It suffices to exhibit the disconnected realization. If p = 6
the only permissible value for r is 2 and K3U K3 is the required
graph. Now assume p ^ 7. There are two cases, (a) p = 2m. Here
[p/2]-l = m - l . If r = m - l , Km U Km suffices. For r , 2 ^ r ^
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m - 2 we have two sub-cases. If m is even, the union of two regular
graphs of degree r will do. If m is odd, then the union of two regular
graphs of degree r on m + 1 and m - 1 points will do.

(b) p =2ra + 1 = m +(ra + 1). Here [p/2] - 1 = m - 1. Since p
is odd r can only assume even values and thus regardless of the parity
of m one can construct the desired graph by taking the union of regular
graphs of degree r on m + 1 and m points.

THEOREM 2.12. If G is a regular graph of degree ronp points, then
G is simple if and only if r E {0, l,p - 2,p - 1}.

Proof. Since G is simple if and only if Gc is the result follows
from 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11.

3. Simple trees. In this section the simple graphs which are
trees are characterized. To this end we define the 'Giap' graphs.

DEFINITION. Let p be a positive integer, p ^ 2, and let S =
(m, n, 1, , 1) be a sequence of length p where p = m + n. Then any
realization of S is a Giap graph or an [m,n]G, or an [m, n]-Giap graph.

LEMMA 3.1. Giap graphs are simple.

Proof. Let p be a positive integer, p ^ 2 and let S =
(m, n, 1, , 1), p = m + n. One realization G of S can be defined as
follows. Let V(G) = {xu ,xp}, where degx, = m, degx2 =
Π,JCIJC2E E(G),x} is adjacent to m - l points of degree one and x2 is
adjacent to n - 1 points of degree one. G can be constructed by
connecting a Ki,m_i with a Xj,n-i by an edge at their points of maximal
degree. The only transfer that is defined on G is of the following
type. Let yuy2£V(G), yi^x 2, yi^X\ with y,x,GEG, y2x2€
EG. Then the transfer t oiyxxx and y2x2 for y2*i and yλx2 yields a graph
isomorphic to G, and is the only possible kind of transfer since
xxx2E:EG. (Note: The transfer t amounts to interchanging points of
degree one adjacent to JC, and x2.)

THEOREM 3.2. A tree is simple if and only if it is a Giap graph.

Proof. Since Lemma 3.1 says Giap graphs are simple and the
proof of 3.1 shows that Giap graphs are trees, sufficiency is clear.

Now let T be a simple tree. We first show that T has no path of
length four and hence has no path of length greater than
three. Suppose the contrary i.e., there exist yθ9yu — -,y4GVT for
which yo>

;iy2>73);4 is a path in T. Since T is a tree neither y0y4 nor yiy3
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are in ET so that the transfer t of yoyi and y3y4 for y0y4 and y,y3 is
defined and ί7V T since tT has a triangle. Hence, T simple implies
that <iΓ^3, i.e., the diameter of T is less than or equal to 3.

Now let x E VT with deg JC > 1. If each point of Nx has degree
one, then T is a star graph, i.e., [p, 1]-Giap graph. If Nx has two points
JC',JC" of degree greater than one, then these exist a\a" E VT with fl'jc',
a"x"E:ET, af 7^ x, a"^ x. Since Γ has no cycles a'^ a" and thus
fl'x'jαr'V is a path of length four, contradicting the above. Hence, Nx

has at most one point, say JC', of degree greater than one. Reasoning as
above it follows that Nx> has only one point of degree greater than one
which must be JC. Since T is connected, VT consists of JC, x' and points
of degree one adjacent to either x of x'. Hence, T is a Giap graph.

Observe that the above argument also shows that if T is a tree with
dT ^ 3, then T is a Giap graph. That is, the simplicity of T was used to
derive dT g 3 and then from the latter the structure of T was
derived. This yields the following corollary.

COROLLARY 3.3. Let Tbe a tree. T is simple ifand only ifdT ^ 3 .

4. Simple separable graphs.

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a disconnected graph with nontriυial
components. G is simple if and only if

(*) G = sK2Ut[m,n]G

where s is a nonnegatiυe integer, ί6{0,l} and s^O implies either m = 1
or n = 1.

Proof. It is easy to verify that a graph of the form (*) is
simple. Conversely assume that G is simple and disconnected. First
it is shown that no component of G (of which there are at least two)
contains a cycle. Let C be a component and suppose to the contrary
that C contains a cycle and x,yG VC with xy on the cycle. Let
JC\y'EiVC, where C is another component of G, with x'y'E.
EC The transfer t of xy and x'yr for xx' and yy' is defined and
GT^ tG since tG has one fewer component than G. This latter
contradicts the fact that G is simple. It now follows that G is a forest,
and since each component of G must be simple, the component of G
must be Giap graphs or trivial graphs.

Now suppose that [n,m]G and [k,l]G are components of G. We
show this is impossible unless at least three of the four numbers
n, m, /c, /, are one. If n ̂  2, k ̂  2 and m = I = 1, then a transfer can be
yielding a K,,π and KUm. If n ̂  2, A: ̂  2, then a transfer exists which
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creates an additional K2. Hence in either case a transfer exists which
creates different components so that the graph cannot be simple. This
gives the result.

REMARK. Since G is simple if and only if Gc is simple, 4.1 yields at
once a criterion for a simple graph to have a disconnected complement.

The above characterizes disconnected simple graphs. We now
turn to connected simple graphs with cut points, or separable simple
graphs. For the present we consider graphs without vertices of degree
one (without pendant vertices).

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let G be a connected graph without pendant
vertices. If G has two or more cut points, then G cannot be simple.

Proof. By Lemma 1.9 of [5] we conclude that such a graph G
belongs to a sequence S which contains another graph with at most one
cut point. Thus G cannot be simple.

The above proposition shows that to characterize connected simple
graphs which are not blocks we need consider only those connected
graphs with one cut point.

DEFINITION. Let T be a tree on p points. A l-cone of T is a
graph obtained from T by adding a point to T which is adjacent to at
least the points of degree one of T, and perhaps other points of T.

LEMMA 4.3. Let T be a tree on two or more points. If G is a
1 -cone of T, then G is a block.

Proof. Let x,yG VT. It is clear that x and y belong to a path in
T where end points are points of degree one. In G these latter points
are adjacent to the same point and hence x and y lie on a cycle. If
z E VG - VT, then one can show in a similar fashion that for any
x E VT, z and x lie on a cycle also, yielding the result.

LEMMA 4.4. Let T be a tree which is not simple. Then any \-cone
of T is not simple.

Proof. If T is not simple, it follows by Corollary 3.3 that there is a
path P of length greater than or equal to four. As above one may
assume that the end points JC, y have degree one. If the path is
xzx zry, then the transfer t of JCZ, and zry for zxzr and xy is defined —
since zx ̂  zr and zxzx £ ET. Hence tT has a component K2. If G is
any !-cone of T, the same transfer t is defined on G and G^ tG since
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tG has a K3 as a block and by Lemma 4.3, G is itself a block.

LEMMA 4.5. Let Tbea Giap graph with 7Y Ph i = 1,2,3. Then a
1 -cone GofT is simple if and only if the point of VG - VT is adjacent to
each point of VT. (Note that Pn denotes a path of length n.)

Proof. Let T be a Giap graph and z E VG - VT where G is a
1-cone of T. If z adjacent to every point of VT, it follows from
Proposition 2.4 that G is simple.

Now suppose G is simple. If T = K2 = P2, then G = K3 and z is
adjacent to each point of K2. Thus assume T is an [n,m]G different
from P2,P3,P4. Then at least one of n and ra, say n is greater than
two. The new point z has degree greater than or equal to max {n, m }.

Let n = max{n, m} and suppose z is not adjacent to either JC, or x2 in
T where deg xλ = n, deg x2= m and JC1JC2E£T. First assume m =
1. Then zx}£EG but ZJC2£=£G HOW n ^ 2 implies there is an JC3

such that JCIJC3, zx3 E EG and jcijc2 E EG. The transfer ί of x2x} and JC3Z

for x2x3 and xλz changes the adjacency relations of G i.e., tG has more
points of highest degree adjacent. Hence tGΦG.

Next assume degx2 = m > l , and let x4GVT such
x2x4 E ET. Since deg x4 = 1, we have zx4 E EG and x,x4 gi E(C). If z
is not adjacent to xu then the transfer t of zx3 and JC,JC2 for zx] and JC2JC3

again changes adjacency relations. Finally suppose that ZJC, E EG, but
ZJC2 g- EG. If deg x2 is greater than two, we can transfer as per above to
get z adjacent to x2j leaving z adjacent to JC,. If deg x2 = 2, then the
transfer of zxx and x2xA for xxxA and zx2 yields a graph in which the points
of highest degree z,x, are not adjacent. Thus in any case G is not
simple. This proves the lemma.

LEMMA 4.6. If T = Ph ( = 1,2,3 then any \-cone of T is simple.

Proof. The proof follows from looking at possible cases.

DEFINITION. Let Gl9 G2 be graphs. Let VGλ Π VG2 = φ and xί9 y,
be points of maximal degree of VGU VG2 respectively. By G, * G2 we
mean the graph obtained by identifying JC, and y, assuming that the
construction is independent of the points of maximal degree
chosen. Otherwise, G, * G2 is not defined.

LEMMA 4.7. Let Sx be the set of points of degree one in a tree
Γi. Let Gx be a cone of Γ,. Let G2 be a cone of a tree T2. If Γ, is not a
star graph, | VT, - S, | ̂  2, then G]^G2 is defined and not simple.

Proof. If G, is not simple, then neither is G, * G2. Hence, assume
Gi is simple.
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Case 1. T2 = K2. Here one block of Gx * G2 is a triangle and T,
is, by assumption and Lemma 4.4, an [n, ra]G with n ̂  2, m ̂  2. Let
jcy be the edge of [n, m ]G with deg x = n, deg y = m and let xιyί be the
edge of K2. Then the transfer of xy and jc,y, for xxλ yields a graph
without a triangle as a block.

Case 2. T2 ̂  K2. Again by assumption T, cannot be a K2 so that
G *G2 does not have a triangular block. Let y, E VTΊ, z, E VT2 with
deg y, = degz, = 1 and let y E VTU z E VT2 such that yy, E EΓ,, zz, E
£T2. Then the transfer of y,y and zzλ for yz and yλzλ creates a block
which is a triangle. Hence in either case Gλ * G2 is not simple.

It is easy to verify that Gx * G2 is defined whenever Gx and G2 are
1-cones.

LEMMA 4.9. // Tu , Γ/ are ίreβs having Gu ',Gtas 1 -cones and
G, * * G/ is simple then (re-ordering if necessary) we /zαi e eίtfier

(a) G! = G4 and T2 = = Γ, =X 2

or
(b) G! = θr and Γ2= T/=X2.

Proof. First note that Gj* *G/ is defined. By Lemma 4.1
each TΊ, ί = 1, , / is a star graph. Thus by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 each
d = θr or G/ = C4 for i = 1, , /. Now it is easy to verify that for
r, s ^ 2 the graphs C 4* 0r, θr * θs and C 4 * C4 are not simple. The only
remaining possibilities are given in (a) and (b).

LEMMA 4.10. Let G be a graph with a single cut point x having no
pendant vertices. If some cycle of G does not contain x, then G is not
simple.

Proof. By Lemma 1.10 of [5] there is a transfer of G which
reduces the number of blocks of G so that G cannot be simple.

THEOREM 4.11. Let G be a graph without pendant vertices and
having a single cut point. Then G is simple if and only if G has one of
the two following forms.

(a) C4*Ci* *C,
(b) 0 r * C 3 * *C 3 .

Proof. To see that the graphs in (b) are simple it suffices to note
that removing a point of degree | VG \ — 1 in (b) results in a graph of the
form KUm U mK2 which by Proposition 3.3 is simple, and so the original
graphs, by Corollary 2.5, are simple. Also it is easy to verify that
C4*C3 is simple and so the graphs in (a) are simple.
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For the converse note that by Lemma 4.10 the single cut point x lies
on each cycle of G so that G - x is a forest. Since there are no
pendant vertices in G, the point x must be adjacent to each point of
degree one of G - x. This means that G has to be of the form of the
graph of Lemma 4.9 a 'product' of 1-cones and hence the result is true.

COROLLARY 4.12. Let G be a connected graph with
2. Then G is simple if and only if G = H * C3 * * C3 where H is either
C4 or θr.

Proof. This result follows from Theorem 4.11.

Notice now that all simple graphs which are not blocks and which
do not have pendant vertices have been characterized. We now turn
our attention to the case when G has pendant vertices. We need the
following definition.

DEFINITION. Let G be a graph with x,yE VG and e =
xy G EG. Then the subdivision of G at e, Se(G), is the graph obtained
by adding a new point z to VG and taking ({xz, yz}U EG) — {xy} as the
edge set.

REMARK. If a graph G has a point of degree two that does not lie
on a triangle, then it is clear that G = Se(H) for some H. It is also
evident that if eί9e2GΞEG9 then Seι(G) and Se2(B) belong to the same
degree sequence. This means that in order to show Se(G) is not simple
we need only find some e'EEG such that Se{G)^Se{G).

We now proceed to characterize all graphs G for which Se(G) is
simple.

LEMMA 4.13. Let p be a positive integer, p g 6 . If G is a regular
graph ofdegree r, thenSe(G) is simple ifand only ifr = 1 orr = p - 1.

Proof. If r = 1, the result is clear, for then the graph has the form
nK2 U Kl2.

Case 1. Suppose r is such that 2 g r g [ p / 2 ] - l . By Proposition
2.11 there are disconnected and connected graphs which are regular of
degree r and subdividing an edge in each of these graphs gives the
result.

Case 2. Suppose r is such that, [ p / 2 ] ^ r g p - 3 . Since p - 1 S
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r ^ 2, it follows that (r, , r) has two realizations G{ and G2 so that Gί
is a block and G2 is disconnected. Further, G2 has at least one
component which is not complete since if each component of G2 is
complete it would follow that G2 is a complete k -partite graph con-
tradicting the fact that G2 is regular of degree r > [p/2]. From this it
follows that there are JC, y E VG such that JC, and y belong to a
component of Gc

2 but xy£ EGC

2, and xy E EG2. But now the comple-
ment of Sxy(G2) has a cut point. Since the complement of Gλ is a block
so is the complement of Se(G^) where e is any edge of G. Because
Sxy(G2) and Se(Gx) belong to the same degree sequence, the result
follows.

Case 3. r = p-2. In this case [Se(G)]c = C 5 *K 3 * * K3 be-
longs to the same sequence as C4 * C4 * K3 * * K3.

Case 4. r = [p/2]. If p = 2r, note that Lemma 2.9 gives two
realizations of (r, ,r), one with no triangles and one with a
triangle. Now subdivide each one and in the latter choose an edge not
on the triangle to subdivide. Hence the resulting subdivision graphs
maintain the difference in the number of triangles. If p = 2r + 1, then
as in Lemma 2.8 we construct a graph G as follows: Let VG =
(*„ ,xΓ} U {y,, , yr} U {z}, Eg = {*#, | iV j , 1 ̂  ί, / ^ r} U
{X2/_,JC2I 11 = l,. ., r/2} U {yf z | i E {1, , r}}. Then the graphs SXiy2(G)
and SXiy£G) have different numbers of triangles. Note that we can, as
we have, assume r even since p is odd.

COROLLARY 4.14. Let G be a connected regular graph of degree r
on p points. Then SeG is simple if and only if G = Kp or G = C4.

Proof For p ^ 6 the corollary follows by Lemma 4.13 and for
p ^ 5 the corollary follows by checking the six possibile cases.

THEOREM 4.15. Let G be a connected graph, e E EG. Se(G) is
simple if and only if G is of one of the following forms:

(a) C4

(b) KUn

(c) C 3 * * C 3

(d) JC.

Proof. Let e ,e 'EE(G), JC, y,x', y ' E VG with e = xy, ef =
x'y'. We consider the two sets of numbers Se ={degx, degy}, Se =
{deg JC', deg y'}. Now if the latter two sets are distinct and at most two
of the numbers degjc, degy, degjc, degjc' are equal to two then
Se(G)τ^Se{G) since they have different adjacency relations. There
remain two cases.
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Case 1. Se = Se> for all e, e' E EG. Here there are two subcases.
(i) deg x = deg y, or G regular
(ii) degx = degx.\ degy = degy'
In case (i) we can use Corollary 4.14 to obtain G = Kp or G =

C4. In case (ii) we have a bipartite graph. If degy = 1,G is a star
Graph and Se(G) is simple since it is a Giap graph. Now assume
degy =^2; G is not regular implies deg JC 3̂  degy, say, degjc >
degy. Notice that G is bipartite and thus has no triangles. But
because degx >degy^2 we can always make a transfer, t, to get a
triangle and if e0 is on an edge not on the triangle, then Seo(tG) has a
triangle, but Se(G) has no triangles.

Case 2. Se^ Se> and degx' = degyf = degy = 2 and degJC = k >
2. If there is another point z of deg k it cannot be adjacent to x since
then we be in the Case 1. Now z and JC must have points of degree two
separating them, so let P be a path from z to JC. Note there is an edge
eQGEG not on P. Remove the points of degree two from P (by
"unsubdividing") and put them on e0 (by repeated subdivision). This
process yields a graph H belonging to the same degree sequence but
with points of degree k adjacent. If eλ is an edge incident with two
points of degree k and if e2 is an edge incident with two points of degree
two then Se]H^ Se2H. Thus we may assume that x is the only point of
degree k so that it must be a cut-point of G and is also the only cut point
of Se(G). H e n c e , Se(G) is e i t h e r C4*C3* *C3 o r
0Γ * C3 * * C3. But the latter cannot be a subdivision graph since all
points of degree two lie on a triangle. Thus Se(G) = C 4* C3 * * C3

so that G = C3* - * C3. This gives the theorem.

COROLLARY 4.16. Let G be a graph with a point of degree two that
does not lie on a triangle with nontrivial components. G is simple if and
only if G is CΛ,C5,CA*C,*' * C3, [2,m]G, Se(Kn) or sK,U ί[K2]G,
ίe{0, 1}.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 4.15 and
Proposition 4.1.

We now apply the latter results to characterize simple graphs with
cut points and pendant vertices.

PROPOSITION 4.17. // G is a simple graph and x a pendant vertex at
G, then G - x is also simple.

Proof. Let JC E G, degjc = 1. Let S' be the degree sequence of
G - x and suppose that Hx and H2 belong to S". We can assume that
VG -{JC} = VΉ, = VΉ2, and that H, = tH2 so that the degree of any
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point in VG - {JC} is the same in iΐ, as in H2. Let x1 E υG be the point to
which x is adjacent in G, let G,, G2 be the graphs obtained from Hu H2,
respectively, by attaching x to x'. Then G simple implies Gλ =
G2. Hence, let F : VG, -> VG2 be the isomorphism. If f(x') = JC ', then
/(JC) is x or some other point of degree one adjacent to JC\ If /(JC) = JC,
then /|VH, is an isomorphism of ff, onto H2. Let N*. Π Si denote the set
of points of degree one adjacent to JC'. Then / permutes the points of
this set. So let /* :VG-*VG be such that f(y) = y for
y GVG-iN .nSi) and on Nx,nSuf* is the inverse of /. Then
/ * / : VG —> VG is an isomorphism of G such that (/ * /)(JC) = JC, SO that
f*f\vH is an isomorphism. Thus, if /(JC') = JC\ we are done. So
suppose y',z' such that f{y') = JC', /(JC') = Z'. Since / is an isomorph-
ism, each of x\y' and z' are adjacent to the same number of pendant
vertices. Now if t E VG - S, is adjacent to any of JC', y', z' it must be
to all. To see this latter suppose the contrary, that wx'EEG,
wy'^EG and y" a point of degree one adjacent to / , Then the
transfer t of wx' and y'y" for wyf and x'y" is defined and G^tG since
ίG has fewer vertices adjacent to.| NX' Π Sj | points of degree one then G
does, contradicting the simplicity of G. Because of this latter property,
the function /' defined by:

/'(*') = *'

= f(f(s)) if 5y'

/'(z) = f{z),z VG-{((NX> U Ny. U N2.) Π S,) U{y'}}

is an isomorphism mapping JC' to itself so that be the first part of the
proof we have H] = H2.

COROLLARY 4.18. Let G be a simple graph and let S, be the set of
pendant vertices of G. Then for any subset S of S,, < VG - S > is
simple.

Proof. To obtain the corollary, apply the previous proposition
repeatedly \S\ times.

PROPOSITION 4.19. Let Gbe a simple graph with nontriυial compo -
nents and let S, ^ VG be the set of pendant vertices of G then
< VG - Si > is either a block, a K2, or is a graph of the form
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C4* C3* - - * Ci or θr * C3* - - * C3.

Proof. If G is not connected, and S, j^ VG then < VG - S, >
simple and from Proposition 4.1 it is clear that < VG - S} > is K2.

Now assume that < VG - Sλ > is connected. If it is not a block, it
has a cut point. Now < VG - SΊ > has no pendant vertices or
< VG - 5, > = K2. To see this, let x G < VG - S, > be a pendant
vertex. Since xg: 5, in G, we have degx ^ 1 so that x was adjacent to
some y G S,. Then < (VG - 5,) U {y} > has a point of degree two not
lying on any triangle (namely x) and is connected. Hence <
(VG - Si)U{y}> is a subdivision graph, so that by Corollary 4.16 we
have < (VG - 5,) U {y} > = [2, m]G. But G is simple, and the differ-
ence between G and < (VG - S,) U {y} > consists of points of degree
one, so G is a Giap graph and hence, < VG - S > = K2.

Now assume that G is not a Giap graph, so that δ( < VG - S{ >) ^
2, and < VG - 5, > is not a block. By Corollary 4.12 < VG - 5, > is
H * C3 * * C3 where H = θr or C4. This gives the result.

COROLLARY 4.20. Let G be connected simple graph with pendant
vertices. Then G has one of the following forms:

(a) [n,m]G
(b) H * C3 * * C3 * K2 * * K2 where H = θr or H = C4

(c) < VG ~ 5, > is α simple block, where S, is the set of pendant
vertices of G.

Proof. This corollary follows from Proposition 4.19 and the fact
that the only way to add a pendant vertex to a graph of the form
H * C3 * C3 if we want to preserve simplicity is at the vertex of
highest degree.

THEOREM 4.21. Summary. Let G be a simple graph which is not
a block. The G has one of the following forms.

(a) sK2 U t [n, m ]G where s is a nonnegative integer t G {0, 1} and
s^O implies n - 1 or m = 1.

(b) H * C3 * * C3 * K2 * * K2 where H = C4 or H = 0r.
(c) < VG - 5, > is a simple block where 5Ί is the set of pendant

vertices of G, S, ̂  VG.
(d) the union of one graph from (a), (b) or (c) with any number of

trivial graphs.

REMARK. In view of Theorem 4.21 it follows that any simple graph
G which is separable with δ ( G ) ^ 2 , must satisfy one of the following
degree sequences
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(a) (m,2, ,2) = m2m or ml"1'1

(b) (m, r + 1,2, , 2) = m \r + I)12m.
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